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	Pro .NET 2.0 Code and Design Standards in C#, 9781590595602 (1590595602), Apress, 2005
This is not a book that tells you what you should or shouldn’t do! So, in the immortal words
of Douglas Adams (www.douglasadams.com): “Don’t Panic!” Yes, it is a book on standards, but
the standards are not presented as a set of rules; rather, they are presented and explained as
a catalog of standard practices that are commonplace in the development community. My job
is to bring them to your attention, and it’s your choice whether you use them.
Generally, there are two categories of standards: internal and external. Internal standards
are those standards that are in-house standards, whereas external standards are standards
that are used between organizations to standardize a selection of industry practices (e.g.,
IEEE-1016 documentation for software design or IEEE-830 software requirements standard).
There are two leading organizations that develop external standards relevant to architects
and developers: IEEE and W3C. Whereas IEEE focuses on standards for a wide range of industries,
including information technology, W3C has a sharper focus on Internet technology.

This book is about internal standards only. Its role is to present to you a catalog of standards
that are understood to be in the public domain and free to use and specialize for your
situation. Standards have been categorized as code, design, and patterns. Code standards discuss
policy, structure, development, and documentation of code. Design standards discuss
code design from a policy, structure, development, and documentation perspective. Finally,
pattern standards discuss a subset of the design patterns catalogued by Drs. Gamma, Helm,
Johnson, and Vlissides (known as the “Gang of Four,” or “GoF”). It also acknowledges the contribution
to the pattern community by Professor Alexander, Professor Reenskaug, and GoF.
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Architecting Portal Solutions: Applications Development (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
This IBM Redbook is focused on architecting and building WebSphere Portal Server-based Dynamic Workplaces. It addresses the needs of SWG Architects, Business Partners, and customers for building skills in architecting solutions by identifying themes that can be applied across multiple SWG Industry Solutions. This includes using e-business...

		

Sams Teach Yourself .NET Windows Forms in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2002
.NET Windows Forms are a new programming paradigm introduced with Microsoft's .NET initiative. Windows Forms are very similar to Web Forms, which allow programmers to build complex Web application interfaces easily, sharing the same underlying framework and programming concepts. Windows Forms, however, are used for the Win32 platform, instead of...


		

Professional J2EE Programming with BEA WebLogic ServerJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Despite its wordy title, Professional Java 2 Enterprise Edition with  BEA WebLogic Server actually is one of the better books that you can get for  learning JSP-based programming with Java and Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs). By  highlighting practical matters--including setting up and running the popular BEA  WebLogic Server, and benchmarking...




	

The Art of Product Design: Changing How Things Get MadeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Embrace Open Engineering and accelerate the design and manufacturing processes


	Product development is a team sport, but most companies don't practice it that way. Organizations should be drawing on the creativity of engaged customers and outsiders, but instead they rely on the same small group of internal...


		

Das kleine Buch der Zahlen: Vom Abzählen bis zur Kryptographie (German Edition)Springer, 2012

	Seit Jahrhunderten sind Menschen fasziniert von Zahlen. Zahlen sind jedem vertraut und bilden ein wesentliches Fundament für unser Verständnis der Welt. Und doch ist uns das Zahlensystem nicht „einfach so“ gegeben, sondern es hat sich über Jahrtausende entwickelt. Trotz aller Fortschritte kann auch heute noch jedes...


		

Essential Numerical Computer Methods (Reliable Lab Solutions)Academic Press, 2010

	The use of computers and computational methods has become ubiquitous in biological and biomedical research. During the last 2 decades most basic algorithms have not changed, but what has is the huge increase in computer speed and ease of use, along with the corresponding orders of magnitude decrease in cost.


	A general perception...
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